
HEXATRIGON

This little . picture has the same file
size as the digital file! If I remember
rightly.(thats thanks to google
actually it’s was wordpress/gravatar.
Google has the aluminium one. My
bad!) Suddenly now missing no doubt
my other missing  blog email has
something to do with it.

®Steel Made to Aid‘  recreated in metal , cut
with best laser cutting precision at hand. 

hole if required of your own making. This ® angle aid
as originally envisaged after creating plywood
versions. This is where the angles needed to join
edges where crucial even though it was achieved
with some additional materials;-)

SLS Alumide prints  www.I.materialise.com
2019
The concept of sharing assets or
functionality is not a unique concept as a
result of monetary devices, opportunity or
creative thinking being some things that are
extremely difficult to truly protect. Reflecting
where something comes from in practical or
theoretical terms help its authenticity.

True line computer-generated geometric
shapes, and an unusual regular
polyhedron printed in nylon by HP  multijet
fusion  Sculpteo.

 

Hexatrigon the sound may have previous
connotations as well as the word but it’s
solid /virtual manifestations, as far as I know,
are mine for now. “Blue sky thinking” was the
process of realisation of hexatrigon
particularly its digital transformations.

Imaterialise printed first ALUMINIUM ‘BLUE
SKY THINKING’ FEB 2018

Which classification of protection did an
original printed polyhedra fall into? Maybe it
is a ‘grey’ area like the Titanium and
Aluminium Hexatrigons printed at 
i.materialise.com or Sculpteo.com. Extremely
thankful to IP, and the principles of the
Additive Manufacturing industry. As my first
ventures raised issues of concern.   However
some things I may see make me realise what
is possible when the right minds/ designers/
architects/ engineers and scientists etc get
together. They may not have any connection
to me other than to say  Mi Luv Yu Bad as the
concepts they embody and reflect are
aspects of mine. Respect for, not only design
& creativity but also are modern renewable
energies/ materials etc.Second Custom
Aluminium Print, 2018  by Materialise. via. (A
material world)  

As Seasons are integral to all life, as are all
the elements. also is a  respect for the other
side, like lines and points. That  ‘close‘ to form
this hexagonal/triangular based shape.

REPLICATIONS OFROWS IN ALTERNATIVE
SIZE

 

This cast and polyamide rows prints
are from the tax year 2018-2019!
When I found out the materials used
beforehand were not food safe!
Before I investigated Uk sources to
look into producing more than one or
two prints at a time. And received
above the technical drawing. for a
more recognisable infrastructural
manufacturing.
Below a photo of clear rows of Hexatrigons
 food  & medical safe for casting purposes.
Slightly different model to the print in white,
which the mould above is cast from that
MODEL is not food safe as informed by the
manufacturer. This model was produced as a
result of interaction with the manufacturer
considering all the production implications.

DSM (now
Covestro)Somos
watershed Clear
lxc11122  resin SLA

  Scale (approx) 25.5cm x 11cm Volume
(approx:-) of alternative size Something  I
realised after the second cast can be seen
above.It could be now seen as a fringe  of
some IP if I discuss the method which I may
have mentioned somewhere. see one of
printed transitions at love these custom lips

From 3DPRINTUK

https://trojanthinking.wordpress.com/2020/
01/28/in-regards-hoops/

NOTE: THERE ARE NOW ONLY WORDS
AND LINKS TO OTHER PLACES THAT
MIGHT WORK, ALTHOUGH THE
INFORMATION WAS CORRECT AT ONE
TIME. IMAGES ONLY SEEMS TO SHOW UP
ON MY SCREEN (STRANGE)

Resources/info

CAD to stl    vs

TCT / Closer than you think

HP  Multijet trade-in –

Markforged

3d-alchemy.co.uk

incremental engineering

5 things manufacturers didn’t know

Made possible via

rocket engine science

CNC / additive manufacturing  services

& Building bridges

Also why learning is so important and not just
about me wandering blindly.

Although has been around for 30 years  

A backstory to SLS by Sam Davies- TCT

I came across this way
to enable manufacturing and although I am
unable to commit, to making the part if it was
present at my manufacturing start I may
never have encountered  3d SLS printing at
all. Honest

PLEASE NOTE THAT SINCE COVID-19 I
HAVE TRIED TO TO KEEP THINGS UP TO
DATE.

Corona hands free .materialise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uvm3q_g3odA

Since the video and the paragon rt print
http://www.sys-uk.com/face-shield-request/

PARAGON RT-PPE SHIELDS 

 MADE TO ORDER IN UK

Custom green lips with the words ‘I love you’ in

different languages. On Nylon 3D prints(see material

world)

 

(AMFG Additive Manufacturing Landscape
2020: Digital Conference)

See webinars of on www.trojanthinking.uk

It has been nearly 12 months since I created
any new prints. Some of which are not visible
here.

xometry.de serves the UK &EU regions 

Protolabs Uk Jun 2020 DMLS- Maraging
Steel (seen above)
https://youtu.be/au7BeZocBGQ

 

this print was not the model used to cast the
silicone

Materialise UK -Performance SS 316L
Finish Glass Bead Blasted (Satin) ,
Corundum-Blasted (Matte) (B Stainless
Steel -Jun 2020 To be very clear i respect

both prints, they took me to the very end of
my…….. until they (hoops2020, Steel polished
black  and original 2018 ) recently went missing.
guess you will have contact the manufacturers
now.  EU, US & UK companies one way or
another!

I opened the box!! Not pandoras

Note:- there is now confirmation of a web
backup . However, can no longer …. Links
and such

I have no sponsor like these like those seen
on my last email from ASME and it started
you asked we listened. Thank you.
http://amvirtual.vfairs.com/

 

Snapshot Ge additive From Asme webinar.

FAQ’s I also missed the discussion with a rep
from women in 3D printing with Laura
Griffiths at TCT last webinar before the
ASME virtual Summit Medical/ Aerospace  
https://youtu.be/vZW1fOIgcWU Company
video as seen after attending the above
event which was a Mechanical engineering
webinar. irony goes without saying with this
end print in the video,  if you asked me.  When
I think of what inspired the form in the 1st
place.  Don’t think I mentioned that online-
(maybe I’m wrong) I only got to see the ASME
Women in 3D printing webinar at the Summit
webinar yesterday,  Would have been good to
see it live, missed the Q&A’s Thanks Joanna S
Watching 3ds webinar (to pic nice!) now on
phone registered via this sites email.  Not
sure to post pic I have been through too
much as it is. Trying to be flexible .,.::
MatterHackers I genuinely hope i have not
burnt all my bridges!!! SEE VIEWER I WAS
ABLE TO SHOW (not for very long though)
Not to be completely biased I watched a
Rize- point of care 

webinar recently focusing on its use with
solidworks( see below vid) first mentioned
about recently via a conversation with
goprint 3D(leeds). Also rep from Markforged,
via go3dprint(reading) & Hp recently  called
me! in the whole 4 years of my lines and sites
being active. I thank them for that. just in
case you fancy to read about instead the first
black nylon print done by Sculpteo  in 2018
was multijet fusion. ( Forgive me if it is not the
same printer but it is Sls powder based)
https://youtu.be/OgqfP_TUjW4 The pictures
maybe missing on some pages but the info
should be valid.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GExSj17SyzE&feature=youtu.be&d_site=8
43062548&d_creative=5567&d_campaign
=&d_dpuuid=17732056

forgive my ignorance 

Don’t think I have seen a teardrop hole like
that before! I somehow don’t think I am alone
in comprehending how a university works its
been a while!
https://markforged.com/resources/videos/fir
eside-chat-how-dana-transformed-their-
business-with-additive-manufacturing
Please note i am yet to purchase any of the
above software as my creations benefited
from the manufacturers already having the
necessary framework! Their presence was to
reflect the interactions I made since.  In some
circles the software may not be so much of a
concern, an understanding of the technology
surely will. To those official bodies I have
made contact with via webinars and such my
pubic profiles are somewhat complicated, I
do hope personal communications make
more sense. ..blah………..blah…………blah…….
then hopefully some would ask, how? not
what!

 
In the meantime

https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/nexa3d
-collaborates-with-industry-partners-to-
accelerate-sustainable-am-and-industry-4-
0-adoption-175791/
https://www.trojanthinking.co.uk See
https://youtu.be/ZK6QdL5KIzU
https://vimeo.com/463927850/15bf4125e5
hidden within the links from original site you
may have noticed a link to:-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CUeDevI6kyE

From webinar not just YouTube.

 Or TCT
https://www.russellfinex.com/en/case-
studies/am-powder-requalification-for-gkn-
aerospace/

 

When all have finished going through my
address book and contacts searching for
names. 

definitely signs of no direct contact with the
mould.

The food safe resin compromise cast test was
only attempted after the COVID (negative) test!!!!!!

Trademark 3d printed x2 -getting harder to justify
now

It has become clearer to me that my pursuits
from image to prints in multiple forms has
been a transition in more than physical
productions. I can no longer with the
knowledge presented to me continue with
the blind sighted ness of perceived
understandings. It is also quite clear that
currently the direction of travel, dreams aside
are different in terms of routes of
destination. I have already admitted this to
some of those whom I not only have I learnt
from but also those who have  understood
my plight. This by no means means I am
prepared to forget. Rather inform. Links
posted were not meant to draw offensive
positions, they were to draw attention to not
only the possibility but the advances. Which
at one time was a shared global dream
although it seems somewhat particular.The
point was I looked and I engaged. Guess what
I was saying was not relevant.

Can you believe i was just sent an email about
what caused me concerned years ago, i do
hope all remember that! click “Steel 2
recreation

 

CONVERGENCE 21

Wohlers Report 2021 was published recently.
You can learn more about the new
edition here. Obtain the digital, print, or both

Xometry | Your On-De…

Stratasys® 3D Manufacturing

Download our 2021 Whitepaper

Learn how to grow your business and how to
gain a competitive advantage with 3D
printing.

stratasys.com

OPEN

Stratasys® 3D Manufacturing

Download our 2021 Whitepaper

Learn how to grow your business and how to
gain a competitive advantage with 3D
printing.

stratasys.com

OPEN

Po!able Pizza Ovens

Ready to cook in just 15 minutes
for genuine Neapolitan style
pizza cooked in 60 seconds.

Ooni Pizza Ovens

Shop Now

Po!able Pizza Ovens

Ready to cook in just 15 minutes
for genuine Neapolitan style
pizza cooked in 60 seconds.

Ooni Pizza Ovens

Shop Now

Customprints-images

CUSTOMPRINTS-
IMAGES
trojan business services/
www.mrmrbass.wixsite.com/trojanthinking
as…..miluvyubad.uk & trojanthinking.uk are…

leave a voice message

Stratasys® 3D Manufacturing
Learn how to grow your business and how to gain a competitive
advantage with 3D printing.

stratasys.com OPEN
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